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Did you know that cookies are the secret to a successful date? They’re the sweet snack a date 
needs to fill an awkward silence and satisfy a craving. Plus, you can learn a lot about a person 
through the cookies they enjoy. At Emmy’s Organics, they have great-tasting cookies with 
wholesome ingredients to set you on the path to the perfect date. With a gluten-free base 
recipe that sets the stage for other options like a chocolate coconut cookie, you can have the 
perfect date, and Emmy’s Organics is happy to be the third wheel.  
 

 
 
Start with a Walk or Hike 
 
Consider starting the date with a walk or hike in the afternoon. You can get outside, enjoy the 
fresh air, and be together. Then, you can bring out the snacks. While Emmy’s Organics is known 
for their tasty coconut cookies with a chewy texture, they also offer Coconut Crunch’Ems. 
These crispy little coconut bites are the perfect snack on a date and will fill your casual walk 
with giggles and smiles.  
 
Go Out for Coffee or a Meal 
 
After the walk (if you went on one), you can head out to grab coffee or a meal. Don’t be 
surprised if your date brings the Coconut Crunch’Ems along, but you’ll have a chance to turn 
the tables when you bring out your next Emmy’s snack. Whether it’s with the coffee or as 
dessert after dinner, a Dark Cacao cookie is a must. Just one of these indulgent, two-bite snacks 
will be enough because there are more treats in the future. 
 

https://emmysorganics.com/products/chocolate-chip-coconut-cookies-9pack
https://emmysorganics.com/products/dark-cacao-9-pack-8-bags
https://emmysorganics.com/products/chocolate-chip-coconut-cookies-9pack


Do Movie Night Prep 
 
You might think first dates are super exciting, but there’s something to be said for those third, 
fourth, or even hundredth dates that take you back home for a movie night. Before you press 
play on the remote, whip up a batch of grain-free brownies from Emmy’s Organics. Trust that 
you’re not going overboard on the sweets because, one, it’s a special occasion, and two, 
Emmy’s Organics offers treats with short, wholesome ingredient lists. Brownies or blondies are 
an ideal addition to an extra-special date night. 
 
Stay Up Late with Snacks 
 
Even if the movie ends, the date doesn’t have to. Bring out some snacks like gluten-free 
Chocolate Chip Coconut Cookies, and nibble one or two as you keep the conversation going 
while cleaning up the kitchen. Emmy’s Organics uses low-glycemic sweeteners like agave and 
coconut sugar, which are less processed than refined sugar. By avoiding overly processed goods 
and only using high-quality ingredients, the brand makes treats you don’t feel bad eating.  
 
The date doesn’t have to be over until you’ve tried every kind of treat from Emmy’s Organics. 
This special strategy isn’t for every night out (or in) with your date, but it’s a fun one to try! Full 
of sweet, gluten-free goodness, this date night strategy is great for Valentine’s Day, a birthday, 
or any other day of the year.  
 
Grab all of the must-have date night sweets and snacks when you visit 
https://emmysorganics.com/  
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/48WXEJF  
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